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Background
• The nurse-patient assignment is an important unit of analysis in

studies of care quality, missed nursing care, patient satisfaction, moral
distress, and burnout

• Although electronic health records (EHRs) are in widespread use,
hospitals manage daily nurse-patient assignments on paper

• Manual extraction of assignment data from scanned paper records is
a laborious process that does not scale to support large studies

• A method of automated discovery of nurse-patient assignments is
needed for hospitals lacking electronic nurse-patient assignment data

Future Application in Research

This method will be employed as a data pre-processing step in future
studies to facilitate analysis of data at the nurse-patient assignment level

Conclusion

Pairing patients with the RN who dispensed majority medications
during a work shift is an accurate and scalable prediction of nurse-
patient assignments. This methodological advancement can facilitate
analysis of workplace data at the nurse-assignment level, needed to
study relationships between granular RN activity and patient outcomes.

Method
• The dataset included 30 days of automated medication dispensing

cabinets records.
• Patients were predicted to be paired with the RN who dispensed a

majority of medications for that patient during a work shift.
• Electronically-predicted RN-patient pairs were compared to paper-

based pairs to assess accuracy of automated pairing method, as
depicted in Figure 1.

• Discrepancies were reviewed by a Technical Expert Panel (TEP)
comprised of experienced nursing leaders. Recommendations were
made for interpretation and classification of discrepancies between
electronically-predicted and paper-based nurse-assignment data.

Figure 2: Paper- and electronically-predicted RN-patient pairs are highly concordant

Results

• 440 RN-patient pairs were an exact match across paper and electronic 
sources (Figure 2). predicted from automated medication dispensing 
cabinet data

• 432 RN-patient pairs were present on scanned paper assignment 
sheets

• 393 RN-patient pairs 

• Ten pairs were only observed on paper

• 18 pairs were only observed in electronic medication dispensing data

TEP recommendations re: discrepancies

• Paper assignment sheets represent the best available record of nurse-
patient assignment data, but are not a true gold standard

• 18 pairs not observed on paper likely reflect late-shift admissions that
were not added to the paper assignment sheet

• 10 pairs not predicted electronically likely reflect patients who were
transferred prior to receipt of medications during a work shift

• Represent concordance accuracy as two metrics, one with all paper-
based pairs as the denominator, and one with with all observed pairs
as the denominator

Setting and Nurse-Patient Assignment Process

• Setting: Adult medical intensive care unit at a large academic center

• Process: Charge nurses recorded nurse-patient assignments on a
paper-based assignment sheet. The scanned paper assignment sheet
was the record of nurse-patient assignment for the work shift.
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Figure 1: Paper-based & electronically-predicted RN-patient pairs are compared 
to assess concordance  

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to develop and validate a method for
predicting nurse-patient pairs using data produced by medication
dispensing cabinets.

91% Concordance

Concordance with paper as gold standard: 
• 393 exactly matched RN-patient pairs
• 432 Paper-based pairs

Concordance with all pairs as the denominator: 
• 393 exactly matched RN-patient pairs
• 450 Paper + electronic pairs 87% Concordance

Total paper + 
electronic 
pairs: 450


